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ABSTRACT 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become a valuable tool for predicting the aero- 
dynamics of finite wings. However, wings with ice accretion require an incredible amount of 
resolution to capture the intricate details of the ice shape. This can lead to an overwhelming 
amount of grid points and CFD analysis can become impractical or even impossible for such 
problems. Therefore, two fast and accurate methods have been developed for predicting the 
aerodynamics of clean and iced wings. The present methods combine known viscous airfoil 
data with a modern lifting-line or lifting-surface method. Validation against experimental and 
computational results show both methods to provide accurate predictions of the aerodynamics 
for clean and iced wings. The present methods experienced non-unique solutions at high an-
gles of attack, a phenomenon noted by other researchers but never thoroughly explained. The 
present work provides an explanation for these multiple solutions. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Between 1990 and 2000 there where 388 aircraft accidents attributed to aircraft icing, 105 
of which where fatal. 10 Aircraft icing disrupts the flow over the surfaces causing reduced lift, 
decreased angle of attack for maximum lift, and significantly increased drag. Tests have shown 
that ice no thicker or rougher than a piece of coarse sandpaper can reduce lift by 30 percent 
and increase drag by 40 percent. Larger ice accretions can increase drag by 80 percent or more. 
Performance degradation due to icing is incredibly difficult to predict with Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) because of the large number of grid points required to resolve the 
intricate ice shapes. Efficient methods for meshing 2D iced airfoils have recently been developed 
and presented by Chi, et a1.5 More than a one hundred thousand grid points are required for 
a typical mesh of an iced airfoil. Using 2D mesh sections of this caliber to create a 3D wing 
would require more than ten million grid points. A CFD solution on a mesh of this size would 
be very costly even for a single angle of attack. A parametric study analyzing different ice or 
planform shapes across an entire angle of attack sweep would be incredibly time consuming if 
not all together impossible. 
Figure 1.1 2D mesh of an iced airfoil 
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A lifting-line method coupled with viscous airfoil data, namely Q3D-wing, allows for such 
a parametric study to be completed at a fraction of the cost. Coupling a more expensive 
Vortex Lattice Method with viscous airfoil data, namely Vortex Lattice Decambering Method 
(VLDM), may yield slightly better results than the lifting-line method with very little increase 
in cost. Using either method, an entire angle of attack sweep could be completed in less then 
one minute on a personal computer. The accuracy of the potential methods will be verified by 
comparing the predicted aerodynamics with experimental tests or CFD solutions. 
This report documents the development of Q3D-Wing and VLDM as efficient engineer-
ing tools for the accurate predictions of aerodynamic loadings for clean and iced wings. A 
chronological progression of lifting-line and lifting-surface theory will be given in section 2.1. 
Q3D-Wing theory will be introduced in chapter 3 followed by the development of a new de-
cambering approach based on the original decambering method presented by Mukherjee.l2
Validation of both theories against existing wing data is presented in chapter 5. An explana-
tion of the non-unique solutions at high angles of attack is provided in section 5.3 and finally, 
conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in chapters 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 2. CHRONOLOGICAL PROGRESSION OF LIFTING-LINE 
METHODS 
To model the aerodynamic behavior of a finite wing it is necessary to understand the 
difFerent flow features of a two dimensional airfoil and a finite wing. By definition a two 
dimensional airfoil does not allow flow in the span direction. For a finite wing the fluid is 
free to flow in all three directions and a pressure difference across the top and bottom of the 
wing will force fluid around the wingtip creating spanwise flow. This spanwise flow creates 
a circular motion (vortices) at the wingtips, figure 2.1(a). These wingtip vortices create an 
(a) Wingtip vortice (b) Effective angle of attack 
Figure 2.1 Finite wing effects 
(c) Span loading 
induced velocity along the wingspan normal t0 the free-stream velocity. This normal induced 
velocity is called downwash. The effective angle of attack at every span location is now the 
sum of the free-stream velocity and the local induced velocity created by the wingtip vortices, 
figure 2.1(b) . The strength of the induced velocities will vary along the wingspan. This change 
in downwash strength produces a large induced angle of attack at the wingtip and a small 
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induced angle of attack at the wing root. The variation in local effective angle of attack 
creates a spanwise loading similar to an elliptic shape, figure 2.1(c) . 
The first theory to account for the wingtip vortices of a finite wing was Prandtl's lifting-line 
theory. 2 By superimposing a vortex filament in a uniform flow, Prandtl's lifting-line theory was 
able to capture the elliptic span loading of a finite wing. The original lifting-line method was 
limited to large aspect ratios, straight quarter chords, and low angles of attack. Improvements 
to Prandtl's theory eventually overcame all of these limitations and today a modern lifting-line 
method can handle small aspect ratios, large and small taper ratios, twist, sweep, and high 
angles of attack. 
2.1 Lifting-Line Theory 
A vortex filament, referred to as a point vortex in two dimensions, induces a circular flow 
about its origin. Superimposing this filament in a uniform free-stream flow creates a velocity 
gradient normal to the free-stream. This velocity gradient is similar to the velocity gradient 
across the upper and lower surfaces of a wing or airfoil, figure 2.2. The velocity gradient, in 
both the wing and vortex example, creates a pressure difference whereby lift is produced. The 
amount of lift generated by avortex-uniform-flow system is governed by the Kutta-Joukowski 
theorem. 
Figure 2.2 Velocity gradient created by a point vortex superimposed in a 
uniform flow 
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For a two dimensional airfoil the point vortex is placed at the center of lift which for 
most airfoils is the quarter-chord. The theoretically infinite span of a two dimensional airfoil 
allows the point vortex to extend from positive infinity to negative infinity. This infinite vortex 
filament satisfies Helmholtz theorem which states that a vortex filament cannot begin or end 
in a fluid. A finite wing is not infinite and an adjustment must be made if potential theory 
is to be used. ~.irning the vortex filament downstream at the wingtips satisfies Helmholtz 
theorem because the vortex filaments will begin and end an infinite distance downstream of 
the wing. These trailing vortices will produce the wingtip vortices of a finite wing while the 
bound section of the vortex filament, the section lying on the wing quarter-chord, will provide 
the wing lift. 
2.1.1 Prandtl 
According to the Biot-Savart law the induced velocity created by an infinitesimal segment 
of a vortex filament is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. Because of this 
inverse relation the induced velocity will tend to infinity as the wingtip vortices are approached. 
To overcome ~ this problem Prandtl used multiple horseshoes of varying strength to model the 
wing, figure 2.3. The induced angle of attack is found by integrating the downwash induced 
Wing Quarter Chord Wing 
Horseshoe Vortices 
r 
♦ ~ ♦ ~ ~ ♦ • 
Figure 2.3 Multiple horseshoe vortices along the wing quarter-chord 
by all the trailing vortices across the span. To make the integration simpler Prandtl assumed 
that the bound portion of the horseshoe vortices did not contribute to the downwash. This 
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assumption implies that the bound vortices, and therefore the wing, had no appreciable sweep. 
Prandtl also assumed that the local airfoil sections of the wing had alift-curve slope of 2~r. The 
final form of Prandtl's lifting-line equation provides the circulation strength (I') as a function 
of the geometric angle of attack. The spanwise loading of the wing was assumed to follow a 
Fourier sine series. In summary, the following assumptions where made in Prandtl's original 
lifting-line equation: 1) the bound vortices follow a straight line, 2) the lift-curve slope of all 
airfoil sections is 2~-, and 3) the spanwise load distribution follows a Fourier sine series. 
2.1.2 Weissinger 
Prandtl's original lifting-line theory allows for changes in aspect ratio and taper, but per-
haps the biggest limitation of his original equation was the requirement of a straight bound 
vortex (i.e. a straight wing) . This limitation is a result of the induced angle of attack inte-
gration. To overcome the straight quarter-chord limitation a new method for calculating the 
downwash was introduced by Weissinger. Weissinger assumed the bound vortices lay on the 
quarter-chord and the semi-span had a constant sweep (A) . Unlike a straight quarter-chord, a 
swept quarter-chord will induce a downwash on the reflected half of the wing. Therefore, the 
downwash is created by the trailing vortices as well as the bound vortices. Weissinger derived 
a new method for integrating this combined downwash at any location along the span or chord. 
To set the strength of the bound vortices a flow tangency condition was enforced at predeter-
mined control points. Based on 2D potential theory, the control points where placed along the 
three-quarter-chord line. This chordwise positioning of the control points implicitly specifies 
that for each spanwise section the lift coefficient increases at the theoretical two-dimensional 
rate of 2~r per radian change in true angle of attack. 
As with Prandtl's lifting-line equation, Weissinger's lifting-line assumed the spanwise load-
ing followed a Fourier sine series and that the local lift-curve slope of all airfoil sections was 
2~r. Weissinger's method allowed for a single sweep angle along the semi-span and could not 
account for changes in geometry such as changes in sweep or taper along the semi-span. 
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2.1.3 Blackwell 
Without a digital computer the previous lifting-line methods would take anywhere from 
three to eight hours for single wing. 16 The introduction of the digital computer allowed these 
calculations to be performed in a matter of minutes or even seconds. The digital computer 
also allowed for more complicated geometries to be analyzed. 
Blackwell4 developed alifting-line method that no longer assumed an infinite number of 
horseshoe vortices like the previous two methods. Blackwell's method consists of a discrete 
number of horseshoe vortices whose individual contributions to the downwash can be calculated 
separately. The total downwash at any point is the sum of all the individual induced velocities. 
Previously Prandtl and Weissinger developed analytical solutions to integrate the down-
wash induced by an infinite number of horseshoe vortices along the span. This integration 
required a straight bound vortex along the quarter chord. Numerically integrating the induced 
velocities allows for more freedom in the placement of the horseshoe vortices. To simplify the 
equations, Blackwell aligned the bound vortex segment of the horseshoe vortices with the y-axis 
(span direction) . Wing sweep was created by staggering the horseshoe elements, figure 2.4. 
Blackwell's lifting-line method allows for multiple lifting-surfaces as well as vertical surfaces in 
the wing geometry. 
Figure 2.4 Blackwell's staggered horseshoe vortices 
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2.1.4 Lifting Surface 
The previous lifting-line methods assumed the lift was .concentrated along the quarter-
chord of the wing and a single row of horseshoe vortices was positioned at this location. The 
circulation strength in the chord direction was therefore constant. Alifting-surface method 
allows for variation in vorticity (lift) along the chord. Instead of a single horseshoe vortex at 
each span location, a vortex lattice method places multiple horseshoe vortices along the chord, 
figure 2.5(a). Alifting-surface can also be created by replacing the wing with ring vortices and 
a row of trailing edge horseshoe vortices. 
(a) Horseshoe arrangement (b) Zero circulation at trailing edge 
Figure 2.5 Lifting surface theory 
Blackwell and Weissinger's lifting-line methods are actually simplified forms of a lifting- 
surface method. The two methods apply a single row of ring vortices along the quarter-chord 
with a horseshoe vortex at the trailing edge. The strength of the trailing edge horseshoe 
vortex is controlled by enforcing a zero circulation condition at the trailing edge. The trailing 
edge of the ring vortex and the bound section of the horseshoe vortex exactly overlap at the 
wing trailing edge, figure 2.5(b). To enforce a circulation of zero at this point the two vortex 
elements must be of equal strength. 
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2.2 Viscous Coupling 
Lifting-line theory is an inviscid potential method and is therefore unable to capture any 
viscous effects such as wing stall or profile drag. Since the development of Prandtl's original 
lifting-line equation there has been a lot of interest in adapting this theory to viscous flows. 
The vast majority of approaches attempt to couple available 2D viscous data with lifting-line 
theory. The following sections give an overview of the common approaches to viscous airfoil 
coupling. 
2.2.1 I' correction 
An obscure Japanese report by Tani 14 is believed to be the first attempt to successfully 
couple 2D viscous data with Prandtl's lifting-line method. A modern approach, based on Tani's 
method, is provided by Anderson in a study of the post stall advantages of a drooped leading 
edge.3 This 1, correction approach begins by assuming a discrete spanwise bound vorticity 
distribution. Simpson's rule is used to integrate the downwash along the span to provide the 
induced angle of attack. The effective angle of attack is then found by subtracting the induced 
angle of attack from the geometric angle of attack. A viscous lift coefficient is then interpolated 
from the known viscous data using the effective angle of attack. Anew local vorticity strength 
is found using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem and the definition of lift coefficient. This new 
local vorticity is compared with the old value. If the two values do not agree a new value 
for vorticity is found. Prandtl's lifting line equation is then solved with the new vorticities. 
This process is repeated until the new and old vorticities converge. Anderson notes that a 
significant number of spanwise points (100 or more) are needed for accuracy and convergence. 
2.2.2 a correction 
The T correction approach for 2D viscous coupling works well for Prandtl's original lifting-
line theory but cannot be directly applied to Weissinger's method. As previously stated, the 
strength of Weissinger's horseshoe vortices are set by enforcing a flow tangency condition at the 
three-quarter-chord. If the strength of the horseshoe vortices are decreased, flow tangency will 
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no longer be satisfied. Anew correction method is needed for Weissinger's method that allows 
for coupling of known viscous data while maintaining flow tangency at the control points. 
One approach is to decrease the free-stream velocity component normal to the control point 
thereby reducing the required induced velocity for flow tangency. The a correction approach 
works in this manner. By modifying the local (span section) angle of attack, the induced 
velocity required to enforce flow tangency will be reduced. The method of finding this viscous 
correction angle of attack is similar to the I' correction approach. The effective angle of attack 
is found by subtracting the induced angle of attack from the geometric angle of attack. Using 
the effective angle of attack a viscous lift coefficient is interpolated from the known viscous 
data. The amount of viscous correction (change in local angle of attack) required to match 
Weissinger's lift coefficient with the viscous lift coefficient is found using the local lift-curve 
slope. The lifting-line equations are then solved with the adjusted geometric angle of attack for 
each span location. This process is repeated until the lift coefficients of Weissinger's potential 
method match the viscous lift coefficients. 
2.2.2.1 Deca~nbering 
Another novel approach to 2D viscous coupling is the decambering approach developed by 
Mukherjee.12 To illustrate the concept of decambering a simple 2D airfoil is considered. As 
the angle of attack increases the boundary layer thickens and finally separates along the upper 
surface. Inviscid potential theory does not capture this boundary layer thickening and therefore 
cannot predict any of the viscous effects such as stall. The displacement of the boundary layer 
can be thought of as a change in airfoil camber. A potential method that accounted for this 
"decambering" could accurately predict the viscous aerodynamics of an airfoil or wing. 
To correct for the local aerodynamic lift as well as moment Mukherjee uses a discrete 
lifting-surface method. Two decambering functions, bl and b2, are produced for each span 
station. Similar to the c~ correction approach these viscous correction terms change the local 
angle of attack for each vortex ring (lattice). The first decambering term, bl , is applied across 
the entire chord, thereby changing the local lift. The second decambering term is only applied 
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to half (or less) of the vortex lattices, thereby changing the local moment. Figure 2.6 gives an 
illustration of the decambering approach. 
Figure 2.6 Decambering approach 
Mukherjee developed two schemes for finding the "target" viscous lift and moment coeffi-
cients. The first scheme follows directly from the a correction method, whereby the effective 
angle of attack provides the desired viscous lift coefficient. The viscous moment coefficient 
was also found by interpolating the viscous data at the effective angle of attack. This scheme, 
however, was found to have convergence issues for airfoil lift-curve slopes not equal to 2~r-. 
To create a more stable scheme a new method for predicting the viscous target values was 
developed. The new target values where found by perturbing the decambering function, b1, 
and finding the resultant perturbation in Iift coefficient. Using original and perturbed values 
a "trajectory line" was created. This Line intersected the viscous lift-curve at the new target 
lift coefficient. Amulti-equation Newton iteration provided the necessary adjustment for each 
decambering term. 
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CHAPTER 3. Q3D-WING THEORY 
Q3D-Wing is an engineering tool that allows for fast and accurate predictions of the aerody-
namics of clean and iced wings by coupling a potential lifting-line method with known viscous 
airfoil data. The current approach is based on Blackwell's discrete lifting-line method coupled 
with an ~ correction approach presented by Paris. 13 Q3D-wing allows for wing geometries to 
include dihedral, sweep, taper, twist, and lift-curve slope (i.e. not limited to a lift-curve slope 
of 2~r) . The development of the present method is given in the following sections. 
3.1 Lifting-Line Method 
A two dimensional point vortex will induce a tangential velocity inversely proportional 
to the radial distance (r) from the vortex center. The relation between vortex strength (r), 
induced tangential velocity (VB), and radial distance (r) is given by equation 3.1. 
Ve=w= 
r 
2~rr 
~3.1~ 
For a finite wing the point vortex becomes a vortex filament of constant strength I'. The 
velocity induced by a segment (dl) at a distance r from the vortex filament is governed by the 
Biot-Savart Law, equation 3.2. 
I' dlxr" 
w=-
4~ Ir~s 
(3.2) 
To satisfy Helmholtz theorem, which states that a vortex filament cannot end in a fluid and 
must either extend to infinity or form a closed loop, the filaments are shaped into horseshoe 
vortices beginning and ending at infinity. 
Blackwell's discrete lifting-line method superimposes a group of these horseshoe vortices 
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along the wings quarter-chord, figure 2.4. Each horseshoe vortex will have a control point 
placed at or near the three-quarter-chord of the local airfoil section. The exact location of the 
control point is set by the lift-curve slope of the local airfoil section. A procedure for finding 
the control point location is given in section 3.1.1. It is at this control point that the flow 
tangency condition must be satisfied. Using the Biot-Savart low for a straight finite vortex 
filament the induced velocity can be expressed as a function of the circulation strength I' and 
the three vectors r l , r 2 , and r y (equation 3.3) represented in figure 3.1. For asemi-infinite 
Figure 3.1 Induced velocity from a straight vortex filament segment 
straight vortex filament the induced velocity (wsi) is given by equation 3.4. For convenience 
the induced velocity normal to the local wing planform (w • n) will be denoted simply as w. 
w 
-~ 
wsz 
w 
T r l X r2 I r2 ° ry ~ ir1 ° ry 
47r rl X r2 2 Ir2 ~ Irl 
__ 
—r rl X ry (rl ° ry 
4~r ~ -' 2 1 + r Irl X rv~ ! 1 ~ 
w•n 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
The induced velocity from one horseshoe vortex is the sum of the induced velocities from 
the bound vortex and the two semi-infinite trailing vortices. The total induced velocity at a 
control point i induced by an entire system of horseshoe vortices is a function of the horseshoe 
arrangement (wing geometry) and the horseshoe circulation strengths, equation 3.6. The 
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influence of geometry on the induced velocity is constant for a given wing planform and can 
be expressed as a constant coefficient (A). 
w2 = AZ,lT,1 + AZ,2I'2 ~- . . . + AZ,nI~n (3.6) 
The coefficient AZ, j relates the induced velocity at control point i to the circulation strength of 
horseshoe vortex j . In effect, A2, j is the normal velocity induced at control point i by horseshoe 
vortex j assuming a circulation strength (I') of one. Solving for the induced velocity at every 
control point creates a set of linear algebraic equations, equation 3.7. Equation 3.8 is the flow 
tangency condition for control point i, where the symbol ~2 is the local dihedral angle and c~Z
is the local geometric angle of attack. 
n n ~ 
wi = ~ ~ ~4z,~ r~ 
i=1 i=1 j=1 
X3.7) 
wi = V~ sin cxi cos ~z (3.8) 
The local lift is related to the circulation strength through the Kutta Jukowski theorem, equa-
tion 3.9. 
Rearranging equations 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and using the definition of lift coefficient, equation 3.10, 
the final lifting-line system of equations takes the form of equation 3.11. 
l = 1Z P~V~ c(yz) Cl{yi) 2 
n 
2 sin a2 cos ~z = Az,j c(y2) Cl {yz) 
j=1 
This system of equations is the discrete lifting-line equation which provides the local lift coef-
ficient for any wing geometry. The wing lift coefficient (CL) is found by integrating the local 
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section lift coefficients across the entire wing, equation 3.12. 
L 
cL 
b/2 
b~2 l~y)dy 
6~2 1 
2 
6~2 2PooV~Cc~~J) ~~y~ dy 
L 
2 p~V~S 
f bb~2 ~%l ~~J~ ~~~J) dy 
S 
(3.12) 
As previously stated the wingtip vortices will decrease the effective angle of attack. Therefore, 
the lift produced by the bound vortices will be normal to the effective angle of attack anal not 
the geometric angle of attack creating a lift component in the free-stream direction. This lift 
force in the free-stream direction is referred to as induced drag, figure 3.2. At a local span 
Figure 3.2 Induced drag 
section i the induced drag is a function of local lift and local induced angle of attack (aznd) 
equation 3.13. The induced drag for an entire wing is found by integrating the local section 
induced drag over the entire wing. 
(Dind)i = (L)i Sin(cxind)i 
~cdz~d)Z = (Cl)i sin(a2na)i (3.13) 
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3.1.1 Local horseshoe vortex arrangement 
The location and orientation of the horseshoe vortices is set by wing geometry and the 
properties of the local airfoil sections. The bound section of the horseshoe vortex lies on 
the wing quarter-chord which varies with wing taper, sweep, dihedral, and aspect ratio. The 
incidence angle of a horseshoe vortex is set by the local wing section angle of zero Iift. The 
distance from the bound vortex to the control point is a function of the local wing section 
lift-curve slope. 
(a) Lift-curve slope correction (b) Horseshoe incidence angle 
Figure 3.3 Horseshoe arrangement 
3.1.1.1 Control point placement 
The a correction approach assumes the local wing section behaves like a 2D airfoil section. 
Therefore, the lift-curve slope of the local wing section should match the 2D airfoil lift-curve 
slope. The procedure for creating the correct lift-curve slope fora 2D point vortex is based on 
the following. 
The velocity induced (w) by a point vortex (infinite vortex filament) of strength I' at a 
distance h is given by equation 3.14. 
r 
w = 
2~rh 
(3.14) 
Using this relation along with the definition of lift coefficient and the Kutta-Joukowski theorem 
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provides equation 3.15. 
L= V T = 1 VZ Cc P~ ~ 2 P~ ~ l 
w h 
Cl = 4~r —
V~ c 
(3.15) 
For small angles of attack a can be expressed in terms of induced velocity and free-stream 
velocity (a = V~ ). The lift-curve slope for an airfoil with zero lift at zero angle of attack can 
be expressed as a = Cl«. The final expression relates the control point distance from the 
bound vortex (h) to the lift-curve slope. 
h C'ia
c 4~r 
(3.16) 
Using equation 3.16 and assuming alift-curve slope of 2~- the control point is placed at a 
distance of 2 c from the bound vortex. Assuming the bound vortex lies on the quarter-chord, 
the control point would then lie on the three-quarter-chord. For lift-curve slopes other than 
2~r equation 3.16 provides the necessary control point distance from the bound vortex. 
3.1.1.2 Panel incidence angle 
A single point vortex and control point system works well for a symmetric airfoil where the 
angle of zero lift is zero but an adjustment is needed for airfoils with camber. A point vortex 
will create zero lift only if its circulation strength (I') is zero. The strength of the vortex point 
is set by the flow tangency condition. To satisfy the flow tangency condition with a circulation 
strength of zero the free-stream vector must run parallel to a line through the control point and 
point vortex. Therefore, to adjust for camber the panel incidence angle should be rotated at 
an angle equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the angle of zero lift for the cambered 
airfoil section, figure 3.3(b). 
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3.2 Viscous Coupling Method 
It has been shown that Weissinger's discrete lifting-line method allows for wing geometries 
with twist, taper, sweep, and dihedral. The method does not, however, include any viscous 
effects and will be unable to model the stall behavior of a wing. By coupling known airfoil 
viscous data, Paris was able to accurately predict the onset of stall and the maximum lift 
coefficient at which stall occurred. As previously stated, Paris' method uses an a correction 
method. To understand how this method works a single section along the wing span will be 
analyzed. 
It is assumed that the airfoil section at this span location will have the same aerodynamic 
behavior as a two dimensional airfoil of the same shape. The key difference is that the angle 
of attack felt by the local span section is not the geometric angle of attack but the effective 
angle of attack. mowing the effective angle of attack the viscous coefficients (lift, drag, and 
moment) can be interpolated from the known viscous airfoil data. 
To find the effective angle of attack Paris uses the lift-curve slope and the local lift coefficient 
found from Weissinger's method (Clw ), equation 3.17. The following equations apply to every 
span location (i) but for clarity the subscript i has been dropped from every term. 
Cl w 
ae.f.f — C ~ a0 — avisc la
(3.17) 
The viscous correction angle (c~vis~) couples the viscous airfoil data with the potential lifting-
line method and is initially set to zero. The viscous lift coefficient at the calculated effective 
angle of attack is interpolated from the known 2D viscous data. To check for convergence the 
viscous lift coefficient is compared with Weissinger's lift coefficient, equation 3.18. 
~ ~ I c lvisc c lw f ~s.is~ 
If convergence is not satisfied a new viscous correction term (can S~ )is found. Figure 3.4 gives 
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a graphical representation of equation 3.19. 
n-}-1 _ Clvisc Clw 
a visc — 
C la
n 
+ avisc (3.19) 
Equation 3.19 is slightly different than the equation provided by Paris. The avzsc term is 
Figure 3.4 Viscous correction 
added to the previous value in the present method unlike Paris' original formulation. This 
cumulative form of the viscous correction angle is necessary for convergence. The new viscous 
correction angle of attack is applied to the original set of linear algebraic equations. 
n 
Sln (Ctivisc2 ~' C~Z) COS ~i = ~ Az, j C(yi) Clw (yz ) 
j=1 
(3.20) 
The system of equations is solved to produce new values for the local span section lift coefficient 
(Clw ) . This process is repeated until convergence is satisfied, equation 3.18. 
Coupling the viscous airfoil data allows the profile drag to be interpolated at each span 
station. The profile drag of the wing is found by integrating the local section profile drag 
across the entire wing. Total drag for the wing is the sum Of the induced drag (CDind ) and the 
profile drag (CDC ), equation 3.21. 
C~ = Cj~ind ~ CDC (3.21) 
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CHAPTER 4. VORTEX LATTICE DECAMBERING THEORY 
Using a single line of bound vortices, lifting-line theory can capture the spanwise loading 
of a finite wing. Loading in the chord direction is concentrated at the quarter-chord. Exper-
imental results have shown that the lift is not always concentrated at the quarter-chord and 
the chordwise loading can vary along the wingspan. Changes in wing geometry will also effect 
the chordwise loading. Vortex Lattice Methods (VLM) use multiple lifting-lines in the wing 
chord direction to capture the chordwise distribution of lift. Using multiple lifting-lines along 
the chord could also provide better predictions than a single lifting-line method. However, the 
higher CPU cost required to solve this larger system may out weigh the advantage of a small 
increase in accuracy. 
VLM's are potential solutions and cannot account for any viscous effects. However, the 
viscous coupling approach described earlier for lifting-line methods can be applied in a similar 
manner to alifting-surface method. Along with local section lift coupling, the chordwise 
loading distribution of a VLM allows for local moment coupling. Including the viscous moment 
information could possibly provide better predictions for the viscous effects of a finite wing. 
The decambering approach, first presented by Mukherjee, is a viscous coupling strategy 
similar to the cx correction approach presented in section 3.2. Mukherjee presented two algo-
rithms for coupling known viscous data with a VLM. The first coupling method experienced 
convergence issues for lift-curve slopes other than 2~r. To overcome this problem Mukherjee 
developed a second approach. The two approaches where termed scheme one and scheme 
two. The following sections provide an overview of these viscous coupling methods followed 
by an explanation for their convergence issues. A new approach that corrects for the previous 
convergence issues is presented in section 4.3. The new method was found to converge for all 
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lift-curve slopes and wing geometries. The CPU cost of the new approach was also significantly 
lower than the first two schemes. 
4.1 Lifting Surface 
Similar to Prandtl's original idea of using multiple horseshoe vortices across the span, a 
vortex lattice method uses multiple horseshoe vortices in the span and chord direction. These 
vortices are placed along the mean camber surface of the wing as shown in figure 4.1(a). It 
should be noted that the chordwise distribution of circulation can be thought of as individual 
closed vortex ring elements or as stacked horseshoe vortices. Both approaches yield identical 
(a) Vortex lattice arrangement (b) An example of horseshoe superposition along the chord 
Figure 4.1 Vortex Lattice Method 
solutions, figure 4.1(b). The strength of a vortex ring element is set by enforcing a flow tangency 
condition at the ring center. The vortex ring and the stacked horseshoe vortex method enforce 
a zero circulation condition at the wing trailing edge. For the stacked horseshoe approach this 
implies that the trailing edge horseshoe vortex has a strength of zero. For the vortex ring case 
the trailing horseshoe vortex must cancel the circulation produced by the trailing ring vortex. 
The strength of the horseshoe vortex is set equal to the ring vortex so that the net circulation 
at the wing trailing edge is zero. 
For a VLM consisting of n spanwise stations and m chordwise stations the total number 
of unknown circulation strengths is n x m. Enforcing the flow tangency condition at every 
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control point produces a system of n x m linear equations. These equations follow the same 
form as the lifting-line equation, where I, j is the local circulation strength Of the ring vortex 
and the coefficient Ai, j relates the downwash at control point i to the circulation strength of 
ring vortex j , equation 4.1. 
nxm 
V~ cos ~2 sin a2 = ~ AZ, j I'~ (4.1) 
j=1 
Solving this system Of equations yields the individual circulation Strengths. Further details on 
VLM's are provided by Katz and Plotkin.9
To correct for the local section lift-curve slope the local control point is placed according 
to equation 3.16. If the local section lift-curve slope is 2~- the control point is placed one half 
the distance of the local ring chord from the bound vortice of the local ring vortex (i.e. at the 
ring center) . For lift-curve slopes other than 2~r equation 3.16 provides the necessary distance 
the control point should be placed from the bound vortex. 
4.2 Viscous Coupling Methods 
The viscous coupling approach presented by Mukherjee couples known viscous lift and 
moment data with a VLM. This "decambering" approach uses two decambering functions (Sl
and b2) for each span station. The first function (bl) corrects for the lift by changing the angle 
of attack over the entire chord. The second function (b2) adjusts the angle of attack along the 
last few vortex rings, creating a change in moment along the chord. The system of equations 
for the VLM is adjusted to include these new decambering functions, equation 4.2. 
nxm 
V~ COS ~i Sin (C~Z ~ ~i -}- 
S2) _ 
j=1 
(42) 
Changing the local angle of attack at one span station will significantly effect the loading at 
all other stations. These coupling effects need t0 be included in the viscous coupling method. 
A multi-equation Newton iteration will account for this interdependency, equation 4.3. The 
two decambering functions at every span station provides 2 x n total number of unknowns in 
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the Newton iteration. 
The viscous correction vector (8x) is found by solving this system of 2n linear equations. The 
Jacobian matrix (J) is a 2n x 2n matrix containing the gradient information, equation ??. 
This matrix is found numerically by perturbing the decambering terms (81 and b2). 
J = 
~Jll )i,~ 
(Jm)i,~ 
(JZ )2,~ 
(Jm)i~~ 
Ji J 2
J1 J2m m 
a ~ Ali 
a~~ 
a ~ ~%mi 
ab~ 
a o cli 
ab~ 
C~ 0 cmi 
~~~ 
(4.4) 
The right hand side of equation 4.3 (F) is the residual of the function to be zeroed (Clw — Cl~is~) . 
Mukherjee provides two schemes for finding this residual. A third approach is given in section 
4.3. 
4.2.1 Scheme ome 
The first scheme presented by Mukherjee follows directly from the a correction approach 
discussed previously. This approach assumes that the local span section behaves like a two 
dimensional viscous airfoil. The viscous lift, moment, and drag coeffiicients are interpolated 
from the viscous data using the effective angle of attack found at every span station. The 
method for finding the effective angle of attack is based on 2D thin airfoil theory. 
A 2D airfoil section does not experience an induced angle of attack, therefore, the effective 
angle of attack andl geometric angle of attack are equivalent (ae f f = a — aired = a) • The lift 
coeffiicient for an airfoil is a linear function of geometric angle of attack and lift-curve slope 
as given in equation 4.5. Rearranging this equation provides the effective angle of attack as a 
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function of lift coefficient and lift-curve slope. 
Cl = Cla (aeff — ao) 
C l 
ae.f .f = C+ + ao 
la 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Equation 4.6 is used on the first iteration of a VLDM to find the effective angle of attack. 
For all future iterations the viscous correction terms must be taken into consideration. If these 
Figure 4.2 CIVLM and Cl~2s~ intersection. 
terms are ignored the converged solution will only occur where the potential lift coefficient 
of the VLM and the viscous lift coefficient intersect, figure 4.2. This is not the desired effect 
of a viscous coupling routine, instead the new VLM coefficients should be compared with the 
previous iterate viscous coefficients. Knowing the change in local lift coefficient (OCR) due to 
the viscous correction terms allows equation 4.6 to be properly adjusted for the influence of 
these correction terms. The adjusted equation (4.7) accounts for the decambering terms and 
will provide the previous iterate values for efFective angle of attack. 
ff — Cl~ 
The change in lift coefficient due to the decambering functions (~CZ) is approximated by 
thin airfoil theory and athree-term Fourier series approximation for a flat plate with a flap 
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deflection. 9 
OCR _ ~~  + b2 [2(~r — B2) + 2 sin B2] 
x 
B2 = cos-1(1 — 2 ~) 
c 
x2 
c 
0.8 
In equations 4.8 and 4.9 82 is the angular location of the starting point for the second decam-
Bering function. Placement of the starting point is not critical and a value of 0.8c is suggested. 
Combining equations 4.7 and 4.8 and assuming alift-curve slope of 2~r results in the effective 
angle of attack as presented by Mukherjee. 
a Cl bl _ SZ rl _ 82 + sin 921 + a
off 2~r L ~r ~r J o 
(4.10) 
The convergence issues of scheme one are caused by the effective angle of attack calculation 
(4.10). The correction term (~Cl) introduced in equation 4.7 is an attempt to place the 
effective angle of attack at the previous iterate value. Dividing OCR by the lift-curve slope 
provides the change in effective angle of attack caused by the decambering functions. 
D Cl
Oa = 
Cl« 
~4.1i) 
This change in effective angle of attack is used to find the target lift coefficient. If the actual 
lift-curve slope is less than 2~r equation 4.10 will underestimate the amount of correction needed 
in the effective angle of attack. This is shown graphically in figure 4.3 where the subscript 1 
denotes values found from the actual lift-curve slope and the subscript 2 denotes values found 
from alift-curve slope of 2~r. The decambering functions found on the first iteration, equation 
4.3, will place the VLM lift coefficient close to the initial target value, figure 4.3(b). To check for 
convergence the VLM lift coefficient is compared with the viscous lift coefficient found from the 
effective angle of attack, equation 4.10. This new target Iift coefficient will always be less than 
the VLM lift coefficient resulting in a "chasing" effect of the lift coefficient. This "chasing" 
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(a) first iteration 
Clvlrn. 
(b) second iteration 
Figure 4.3 Convergence problems with the decambering method 
will occur indefinitely because the viscous target coefficient will always be underestimated. 
Restating this argument, the change in effective angle of attack, caused by the decambering 
functions, as calculated in equation 4.3 will always be greater than the change in effective 
angle of attack found by equation 4.10. There are two solutions to correct for this "chasing" 
behavior. The first solution, presented by Mukherjee as scheme two, changes the "target" 
Iift coefficient to better suit equation 4.10. The second solution, as presented in section 4.3, 
provides an improved method for finding effective angle of attack. 
4.2.2 Scheme two 
Scheme one will only converge for lift-curve slopes of 2~r. This convergence problem is 
a result of a lift-curve slope of 2~r assumption in equation 4.10. To overcome this problem 
Mukherjee developed a second scheme. The second scheme used "trajectory" lines to set the 
target lift and moment coefficients. For the previous scheme the "trajectory" line was a line 
dropped vertically from the effective angle of attack and lift coefficient, figure 4.4(a). Scheme 
two creates a unique trajectory line for each span station. 
To create a trajectory line two points are needed. The first point consists of the lift coeffi-
cient and effective angle of attack (cxef f , Cl) found by solving the original VLM, equation 4.2. 
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To create the second point the local decambering function, 81, is perturbed. Solving the system 
of equations again will provide a perturbed lift coefficient (ClP) for the local perturbed section. 
This perturbed lift coefficient provides the perturbed effective angle of attack (ap), equation 
4.10. These perturbed values provide the second point required to create the trajectory line 
shown in figure 4.4(a). This trajectory line will intersect the viscous lift-curve slope at the 
new target lift coefficient. The angle of attack at this target lift coefficient is used to find the 
target moment coefficient. This process is repeated for every span station. 
(a) Trajectory lines for schemes 1 and 2 (b) Multiple intersections of scheme 2 
Figure 4.4 'I~ajectory lines. 
It is possible for the trajectory line to intersect the viscous lift-curve slope at more than one 
point, figure 4.4(b). Mukherjee developed an algorithm to handle these multiple intersections. 
This algorithm is based on the idea that a span station lying anywhere between two stalled 
stations must also be stalled. The authors of the decambering method state the second scheme 
is more stable than the first. 
The present author experienced convergence issues for many different wing geometries and 
lift-curve slopes. These issues are believed to be the result of large differences in target lift 
coefficient that occur when the trajectory line "slides" down the viscous lift-curve slope. The 
large change in lift coefficient occurs when the trajectory line targets apost-stall value on 
the previous iteration but on the current iteration the only intersection occurs in the pre-stall 
region, figure 4.5. 
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(a) Target value for initial iteration (b) Target value for second iteration 
Figure 4.5 Large changes in target Cl for scheme 2. 
4.3 Modified Decambering Method 
A third approach has been developed to overcome the convergence issues of the previous 
two schemes. This approach provides a better estimate of the decambering functions' influence 
on the effective angle of attack. The present approach was found to be more stable and faster 
than the previous methods. 
By changing the targeted lift coefficient the trajectory approach corrects for a poor effective 
angle of attack calculation. The approach taken in the present method is to improve the 
estimate for effective angle of attack. As stated in equation 4.7, if the total change in lift 
coefficient (oCl ) due to the decambering functions is known, an appropriate change in effective 
angle of attack can be determined using the local lift-curve slope. Therefore, the accuracy in 
finding the effective angle of attack is directly related to the accuracy in the ~Cl calculation. 
The present approach develops a new relation for finding the total change in lift coefficient 
(~Cl) caused by the decambering functions. Note that the effect of changing one decambering 
function will be felt across the entire wing and not just the Iocal station. Any attempt to find 
the total change in lift coefficient at a local span station should include the influence of the 
decambering functions at every span station, equation 4.12. 
(OCl)z = f (bl~ S2~ . . . ~ Sn~ b1~ b2~ . . . ~ ~r~) (4.12) 
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Assuming the relations in equation 4.12 are linear, ~Ci can be expressed in terms of its partial 
derivatives, equation 4.13. The partial derivatives on the right hand side of equation 4.13 have 
been previously computed in the Jacobian of the Newton iteration, equation ??. 
~Cl i 1(pc~~ti —  Qsi  bl +  Qb2~i S2 + . . . + ~ ~Si~2 bl + + (~S2)Z 
b2 (4.13) 
The change in lift coefficient can be expressed as a function of the decambering functions and 
the Jacobian (J). 
n 
~OC~)i = ~~Ji )Z>~ S~ + 
j=1 j=1 
Combining equations 4.7 and 4.14 provides the present method for finding effective angle of 
attack. 
- ( C lvlm )Z (~ C l)Z 
(ae f f )i — + a0 Lila Cla
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
For scheme two the trajectory lines were no longer vertical because the method for finding 
effective angle of attack did not accurately account for the decambering functions. By properly 
accounting for these effects the trajectory line will always be a vertical line. In effect the 
perturbed effective angle of attack will be equal to the original effective angle of attack and 
only the lift coefficients will have changed, thereby creating a vertical line. 
Schemes one and two require the Jacobian to be evaluated at every iteration. Computing 
the Jacobian requires solving a system of n x m linear equations at every span station for both 
decambering functions. Stated in terms of the size of the Jacobian matrix, for every column in 
the Jacobian (2n) this system of n x m equations must be solved. This calculation is by far the 
costliest procedure in the decambering approach. Assuming the Jacobian is known the only 
other system of equations to solve is the Newton iteration and the VLM which respectively 
have 2n and n x m equations. For a wing of even a modest number of span stations the 
calculation of the Jacobian takes orders of magnitude longer than the rest of the procedure. 
The present coupling method only requires one calculation of the Jacobian for each angle 
of attack and the system will become unstable if the Jacobian is updated on every iteration. 
Convergence was achieved for every wing geometry and lift-curve slope attempted. The amount 
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of damping varied by wing planform and was not necessary at lower angles of attack. 
4.3.1 Decambering algorithm 
The iterative procedure for applying the viscous coupling schemes is provided below. 
1. Solve equation 4.1 to find the lift and moment coefficients. The decambering functions 
for the first iteration are set to zero. 
2. Find the effective angle of attack using the method provided by Mukherjee or the new 
method introduced in section 4.3. 
Scheme 1 and 3: The effective angle of attack found in step 2 is used to 
find the target lift and moment coefficients. 
3. By perturbing each viscous correction term calculate the gradients and assemble the 
Jacobian matrix. For the third scheme the Jacobian is only calculated on the first 
iteration. 
Scheme 2: While perturbing bl at station i find the effective angle of 
attack for the perturbed lift coefficient. Using the original and perturbed 
values of effective angle of attack and lift coefficient create a trajectory line 
to intersect the viscous lift-curve slope, figure 4.4(a) . This intersection is the 
new "target" lift coefficient. The angle of attack at this target lift coeffiicient 
is used to find the target moment coefficient. 
4. The residual (F) of equation 4.3 is found by comparing the target coefficients with the 
VLM coefficients. 
FZ — (Clvlm )z — (Clt )Z (4.16) 
FZ+n (~~vlm )Z Cc~t )Z 
5. The correction vector bx is found by solving the Newton iteration, equation 4.3. 
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6. The decambering functions are updated by adding the correction vector multiplied by a 
damping coefficient (D). 
(Sn+ 1 = bn -~ b~ D ~4.17~ 
7. The correction terms are applied to equation 4.2 and the system is solved to find the new 
VLM lift and moment coefficients. 
8. The target coefficients are compared with the VLM coefficients to check for convergence. 
Steps 2 through 7 are repeated until the solution converges. 
Scheme 3 The Jacobian found in step 3 is only calculated on the first 
iteration. Step 3 is skipped for all other iterations. 
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CHAPTER 5. VALIDATION 
The ability of lifting-line and lifting-surface methods coupled with viscous airfoil data to 
predict the aerodynamics of a finite wing are examined in the following sections. The validation 
cases are broken into two sections: validation of the potential methods and validation of the 
viscous coupling methods. The first section compares span loading predictions of lifting-line 
and lifting-surface methods with experimental results. The focus of the second section is on 
the viscous coupling method. To verify the accuracy of the different methods the results are 
compared with experimental and CFD solutions. 
5.1 Potential Methods 
Span loading of a finite wing is a function of wing planform, airfoil section, and angle 
of attack. The following section compares span loading predictions from potential methods 
against experimental results for a wide range of wing planforms. The experimental results 
where run at a Reynolds number of nine million and velocity of ninety miles an hour. ~5 Table 
5.1 gives the wing geometries of the five planforms analyzed. 
sweep (~) Taper AR 
46.4° 0.418 3.45 
31.0° 0.442 4.66 
0.9° 0.542 4.47 
—29.6° 0.405 4.45 
—45.2° 0.376 2.99 
Table 5.1 Wing planform shapes for span loading validation 
The following figures show the span station along the abscissa, while the local lift coeffiicient 
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normalized by the wing lift coefficient is shown on the ordinate. The local lift coefficients have 
been normalized so that there is no dependence on angle of attack. This is only possible if 
there are no viscous effects introduced into the system, therefore, the viscous coupling routines 
have not been applied in the following figures. 
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The potential methods show a similar behavior for all wing planforms when compared with 
experimental results. The potential methods always predict a higher lift coefficient at the root 
and lower value at the tip. However, the total wing lift predicted by the potential methods 
is incredibly accurate at low angles of attack, section 5.2. This would suggest that the slight 
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Figure 5.3 Span loading for forward swept wings 
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variations at the wing root and tip cancel with each other to produce an accurate total wing 
lift coeffiicient . 
The difference between the lifting-line and lifting-surface predictions are trivial. For span 
loading predictions alifting-line method provides results that are just as accurate as a more 
expensive lifting-surface method. 
5.2 Viscous Coupling 
The viscous coupling methods assume that a wing section behaves like a two dimensional 
airfoil. Knowing the effective angle of attack allows for the interpolation of viscous lift, drag, 
and moment from the known airfoil data. For wings of relatively small sweep the only significant 
span flow will occur at the wing tips and an assumption of two dimensional flow based on the 
effective angle of attack is acceptable. For wings of appreciable sweep the span flow may play 
a significant role in the aerodynamics of the wing. A wide range of wing sweep angles is 
investigated to determined the limitations of a two dimensional local flow assumption. 
The orientation of the two dimensional span sections, defined by the bound vortex and 
control point, are oriented parallel to the free-stream direction by construction. Therefore, 
any consideration of the 2D behavior can only be applied in this direction. In other words, 
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the 2D airfoil shape at a local wing section is assumed to be parallel to the free-stream. 
Simple sweep theory, however, suggests that the appropriate orientation of the 2D airfoil is 
perpendicular to the wing quarter-chord and not in the free-stream direction. Equation 5.1 
allows the local Iift-curve slope to be adjusted for the local wing sweep. 
Cis _ (C~~) cos A (5.1) 
In reality, the "correct" orientation will vary across the span of the wing and most likely lies 
somewhere in-between the free-stream and normal direction. Therefore, a weighting exponent 
(m) is introduced to equation 5.1 to account for the actual orientation. 
Cl~ _ (Cla ~ cos"` A (5.2) 
For equation 5.2 a value of one for the weighting exponent (m) assumes the controlling airfoil 
shape is normal to the quarter chord. A value of zero places the orientation of the airfoil 
shape in the free-stream direction. For the present cases it was found that no sweep correction 
(m = 0) was required. Similar results where obtained by Paris who also gives an explanation 
for this approach based on a swept wing of infinite length. 
To test a wide array of wing planforms an experimental wing may be swept at many different 
angles while maintaining the same airfoil section in the direction normal to the quarter-chord. 
The shape of the two dimensional section parallel to the free-stream will then change according 
to the sweep of the wing. For the present cases the viscous lift-curve data was obtained for 
an airfoil section normal to the quarter-chord. This viscous behavior, however, was applied 
to the local wing section in the free-stream direction. This means that the two dimensional 
viscous data was applied to an airfoil shape that was slightly elongated by the wing sweep. 
It is assumed that the two airfoil shapes will behave in a similar manner and the difference 
in their aerodynamics can be ignored. However, the predictions at high angles of attack for 
highly swept wings do not agree as well as the predictions for wings of little sweep and this 
assumption could be the cause of this discrepancy. 
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The viscous coupling predictions for the aerodynamic loading of a finite wing are compared 
with CFD and experimental results. Twelve wings varying in planform and airfoil section 
where used to validate the coupling methods. Two of the wings have leading edge ice shapes 
created from a two dimensional iced airfoil section. The iced wings where created by sweeping 
a two dimensional airfoil section across the wing span. Therefore, the wing had a constant ice 
shape along the span. The iced wing properties where taken from CFD solutions.6
5.2.1 Clean wings 
The geometry of the clean wings is given in table 5.2. The aerodynamic loading of these 
wings was found through wind tunnel tests. The spanwise loading at the highest angle of attack 
Wing Planform AR Sweep Taper airfoil Mach Re Figure 
2 16.7° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.14 3e6 A.l 
2 45° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.14 3e6 A.2 
3 11.3° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.17 3e6 A.3 
3 35° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.17 3e6 A.4 
4.5 7.6° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.21 3e6 A.5 
4.5 35° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.21 3e6 A.6 
6 5.7° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.23 3e6 A.7 
6 35° 0.5 NACA 64A010 0.23 3e6 A.8 
6 0.0° 1.0 NACA 23012 0.105 6.09e5 5.7 
6 6.34° 0.2 NACA 23012 0.105 6.09e5 5.8 
Table 5.2 Clean wing validation cases 
is given for each wing so that the differences between the cx correction approach (Q3D-Wing, 
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section 2.2.2) and the decambering approach (VLDM, section 2.2.2.1) can be examined. The 
drag results have been given for cases in which there was available data. 
The experimental data for the first eight wings was taken from wind tunnel tests analyzing 
the effect of elevator deflection angle for horizontal tails at large angles of attack.15 For the 
present work, the cases analyzed had zero elevator deflection angle. The airfoil section of all 
eight wings was asymmetric NACA 64A010 airfoil, figure 5.4. For the wind tunnel tests the 
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(b) Drag 
airfoil section was defined normal to the quarter chord. To account for compressibility affects 
a Prandtl-Glaurt rule was applied to the lift coefficients, equation 5.3. 
Cl = 
~/1 — M~ 
~t 
(5.3) 
Results for the first eight wings are provided in appendix . A discussion of the accuracy 
of the two methods in predicting the aerodynamic loads of a finite clean wing is given in the 
following section. 
5.2.1.1 Results 
The viscous coupling will not influence the lift at low angles of attack. At angles of attack 
near stall the viscous coupling method becomes the dominant factor in the lift calculation. 
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The ability of the lifting-line and lifting-surface methods to predict the pre-stall lift-curve 
slope is excellent as demonstrated by figures A.l through A.8. In terms of the lift-curve 
slope prediction, both methods produce satisfactory results and there is no indication that 
one method is superior to the other. Near stall, however, the results are quite different. This 
difference is a result of the viscous coupling approach and not the potential methods. 
The cx correction approach used in the lifting-line method (section 3.2) produces a much 
sharper drop in lift coefficient near stall. Because of this sharp transition found for every wing, 
the cx correction approach does not accurately predict the different stall behaviors caused by 
changes in wing planform. According to this method, all wing planforms will abruptly lose 
lift at stall. In reality the stalling characteristics of a wing will vary with geometry. From 
the experimental results it is evident that a high angle of sweep will typically produce a much 
more benign stalling behavior than a straight wing, as shown in figures A.2, A.4, A.6, and 
A.8. The sharp decline in lift predicted by this viscous coupling method is a result of the span 
loading at post stall angles. For angles of attack slightly beyond stall the majority of the wing 
span becomes stalled. This phenomenon is clearly visible in figure A.2(b) by comparing the 
two predicted span loadings of the a correction and decambering approach. 
The decambering approach (section 4.3) gives a much smoother transition into the post-
stall region. The difference in stalling behavior due to changes in wing planform is observed in 
the decambering solutions. However, the results for angles of attack well beyond stall are not 
reliable due to the limited range of viscous airfoil data available. This is clearly evident in the 
plateauing effect of the span loading. The plateau is caused by the viscous coupling methods 
reaching an effective angle of attack beyond the known viscous data. Any angle of attack 
beyond this limit results in a viscous lift coefficient equal to the last value on the viscous airfoil 
curve. For the airfoil data given in figure 5.4 the largest angle of attack with known Lift data is 
around fourteen degrees. The lift coefficient at this angle of attack is approximately 0.81. This 
is also the value at which the span loading plateaus. As a result of this span loading plateau 
the viscous coupling methods produce a flat lift-curve at high angles of attack. This trend 
is noticeable for all a correction loadings and at high angles of attack for the decambering 
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approach, figures A.4, A.6, and A.8. 
The maximum lift coefficient for the experimental results varied by wing planform. The 
decambering approach gives a maximum lift around one for all wings. This lift coefficient of 
one is the maximum lift coefficient of the viscous airfoil data. The a correction prediction 
of maximum lift varied with wing planform. As previously stated this correction approach 
creates a very sharp stall behavior near stall. The first indication of any stalling behavior 
along the span results in the stalling of the entire wing. Therefore, the maximum lift occurs 
at the fist hint of stall. All angles of attack beyond this point tend to produce a completely 
stalled span loading except at the extreme wingtips. Both coupling methods produce maximum 
lift coefficients that are within fifteen percent of the experimental results and neither method 
appears to be superior to the other in predicting maximum lift. 
The abrupt stalling of the c~ correction approach causes the angle of attack for maximum 
lift to occur one or two degrees before the decambering method. In most cases this premature 
stall does not agree as well with the experimental data. The decambering approach does 
a slightly better job of predicting the angle of maximum lift. However, the unique gradual 
stalling behavior of highly swept wings is not captured with either method. 
The final two clean wings have a cambered NACA 23012 airfoil section. The viscous data 
for the airfoil sections is given in figure 5.5. Because of the camber of the wing the angle of 
zero lift is —1.2 degrees. The lift-curve slope of this airfoil is slightly lower than 2~r. Figure 
5.6 shows the lift-curve of the NACA 64A010 airfoil compared to the NACA 23012 airfoil. 
The difference in lift-curve slope of the airfoil will effect the lift-curve slope of the wing. 
To account for this change in slope the control point distance to the bound vortex for each 
span station will be adjusted according to equation 3.16. This adjustment is made for the 
lifting-line and lifting-surface models. 
The airfoil section data was run at a Reynolds number of three million while the wing was 
run at six hundred thousand. To account for this lower Reynolds number the airfoil data had 
a "standard" roughness applied to the leading edge.l This roughness decreased the maximum 
lift as well as the angle at which maximum lift occurred. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of NACA 23012 and 64A010 airfoils 
The results in figure 5.7 are similar to the previous cases. Both the lifting-line and lifting-
surface methods provide excellent agreement at lower angles of attack. The decambering 
method provides slightly superior predictions near the stall region. The span loading of figure 
5.7(b) reveals some interesting properties about the two coupling methods. The lift coefficient 
at the plateau for the decambering method is around 0.78 while the a correction approach 
plateaus around 0.9. Referring to the viscous airfoil data it is clear where these two values 
come from. The lower 0.78 coefficient occurs after stall but before the end of the viscous airfoil 
data, around 14 degrees. The higher value of 0.9 occurs at the very end of figure 5.5(a). The 
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cx correction approach has pushed the effective angle of attack beyond the known 2D data 
creating a plateau at the final lift coefficient of 0.9. The decambering method has not reached 
beyond the "dip" in the airfoil data that occurs between fourteen and eighteen degrees. 
The results for the second wing consisting of a NACA 23012 airfoil are given in figure 5.8. 
Again the cx correction approach has pushed the effective angle of attack to the limit of the 
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known viscous data while the decambering method has an un-stalled section at the wing root. 
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Both methods are slightly different than the experimental results near stall but give a good 
estimate of the maximur_n lift coefficient and the angle of attack at which this occurs. 
The drag results for the previous two wings are presented in figure 5.9. The a correction 
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Figure 5.9 Drag results for the NACA 23012 wings 
approach does a better job of predicting drag at higher angles of attack. Both methods appear 
to over predict the drag at lower angles of attack. The over prediction of drag at lower angles 
of attack is believed to be the result of applying "standard roughness" airfoil data to a clean 
wing model. 
5.2.2 Iced wings 
The following viscous data for the clean and iced wings was obtained using the commercial 
CFD software FLUENT, as was the airfoil data. The aerodynamic loading of the clean, rime, 
and glaze iced airfoils are given in figure 5.10. The following section discusses the results for 
the iced wing cases . 
5.2.2.1 Results 
The geometry of the iced wings is given in table 5.3. The aerodynamic loading of all three 
wings was obtained by the commercial CFD software FLUENT. The first wing had no ice 
accretion and was used as a base for the iced wing cases. Lift and drag results for the clean 
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Figure 5.10 2D iced airfoil aerodynamics 
AR (~) Taper Sweep Ice Shape 
4.0 1.0 0.0° Clean 
4.0 1.0 0.0° 212 Rime 
4.0 1.0 0.0° 944 Glaze 
Table 5.3 Iced wing validation cases 
10 15 20 
wing are presented in figure 5.11. Because the CFD solutions where not run at an angle of 
attack up to or beyond stall it is not possible to make any judgements on the accuracy of the 
viscous coupling methods for this case. Both potential methods, however, agree with the CFD 
results at lower angles off' attack. Because the methods can accurately predict the clean wing 
case, it can be assumed ghat any discrepancies in the following iced wing predictions is purely 
a function of the ice. 
The iced wings where created by extruding a 2D airfoil with rime or glaze ice across the 
entire wing span. The results of the CFD and potential methods are presented in figures 5.12 
and 5.13. Similar to the clean wing results, the potential methods are accurately able to predict 
the lift for the rime and glaze ice cases. Drag behaves in a similar manner for all three cases. 
At angles of attack near zero lift the drag is always under-predicted. The drag calculation at 
zero lift is purely a function of profile drag. The difference in the CFD predictions and the 
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Figure 5.12 Results for the 212 rime ice wing 
potential predictions is t:he result of either an error in the CFD solution or the influence of the 
3D effects at zero lift that are not being accounted for in the potential methods. 
5.3 Multiple Solutions 
The viscous correction terms (cxvis° or S1 and b2) for the previous results where initialized to 
zero at the beginning of every iteration. By changing the initial value of the viscous correction 
terms it is possible to produce different lift-curves for the same wing geometry and viscous 
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airfoil data. The source of these multiple solutions for the decambering and a correction 
approach are addressed yin this section. To simplify the figures the avzs~ term has been denoted 
by ~1. These two terms influence their respective systems in the same manner; by changing 
the local angle of attack across the entire chord. 
By initializing the viscous correction terms to 10, 0, and -10 three different lift-curves 
are produced for each coupling method, figure 5.14. The large differences in the c~ correc-
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Figure 5.14 Multiple solutions for viscous coupling procedures 
Lion approach are quite common and have been noted in several other papers. The present 
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decambering approach produces multiple solutions of a much tighter tolerance. 
There are two driving factors that cause these multiple solutions. The first factor is the 
change in initial "target" lift coefficient caused by the effective angle of attack calculation. 
The decambering approach given in section 4.3, gives a good approximation for the influence 
of the viscous correction. terms on the effective angle of attack. Therefore, the targeted lift 
coefficient will be almost identical for any starting value of b1~2. The a correction approach 
only includes the influence of the local viscous correction term. The effective angle of attack 
will not properly account for any initial value of the viscous correction terms. This leads to a 
different initial target lif ~ coefficient for new initial values of the viscous correction term. The 
initial span loading (Cl~,) is given in figure 5.15 for different initial conditions. The initial span 
loading will be the same for both potential methods. The "target" spanwise lift coefficient on 
the first iteration is provided in figure 5.16. The overcorrection in the targeted lift coefficient 
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Figure 5.15 Potential span loading for different initial correction values at 
20►° angle of attack 
for the cx correction approach is shown graphically in figure 5.17. 
The second factor influencing the multiple solutions is the iterative process. For a perfectly 
linear system the targeted lift values in the decambering approach would also be the final 
converged solution. The nonlinear behavior of the system, however, will slightly change the 
targeted values on each iteration. The final converged solution will be slightly different than 
the initial targeted values as seen in figure 5.18(a) . 
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Figure 5.16 Target span loading at 20° angle of attack 
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For the a correction approach it is possible for the iterative procedure to dramatically 
change the targeted values. This phenomenon is related to the slope of the trajectory line. For 
the a correction approach this line is the approximate trajectory that the lift coefficient will 
follow with changes in bl. This is not, however, the trajectory line used to calculate the target 
Lift coefficient. The trajectory for the target Iift coeffiicient is a vertical line. Therefore the 
iterative process will "chase" the targeted lift value until convergence is met. For the present 
case, the chasing effect pushed any initially stalled regions, that is the effective angle of attack 
on the first iteration was beyond the maximum lift angle of attack, to the end of the viscous 
data or until the slope of the viscous data became positive again. The un-stalled regions where 
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Figure 5.18 Converged span loading at 20° angle of attack 
pushed further to the left (smaller a) on the lift-curve slope. The final effective angle of attack 
along the span would take on a block like structure, figure 5.19. Because of the dramatic 
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change in effective angle of attack the converged span loading will be significantly different 
than the initial targeted values as shown in figure 5.18 (b) . This is clearly evident for the initial 
condition of bl = 10. 
Based on the previous arguments it would seem possible to create more than one unique 
solution at lower angles of attack for the a correction approach but this is not the case. The 
multiple solutions only occur near the post stall regions. Figure 5.20 shows the initial, target, 
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and converged span loading for a wing at five degrees angle of attack. The first figure shows 
the results for an initial bl value of ten degrees and the second figure shows the results for an 
initial value of twenty degrees. The converged span loading is identical for both cases. 
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Figure 5.20 Converged span loading at 5° angle of attack for different ini-
tial bl values 
A single span station will be examined to understand this unusual behavior. For an initial 
value of SI the target lift coefficient will be found from the effective angle of attack, equa-
tion 3.17. This lift coefficient will be an overshoot of the desired (converged) value because 
equation 3.17 only accounts for the local corrective terms and not the entire system. Fortu-
nately, the function used to calculate the necessary change in bl to produce this overshot lift 
coefficient assumes the local lift is only influenced by the local correction term. So in effect, 
the under prediction of required viscous correction (figure 5.21(c)) is exactly matched by the 
over-prediction for the effective angle of attack (i.e. the target lift coefficient calculation) . A 
graphical representation of this process is given in figure 5.21. As a result of this cancellation 
it is not possible to produce multiple solutions at lower angles of attack. At higher angles of 
attack this cancellation creates a similar situation but the change in targeted lift coefficient no 
longer lie on the straight lift-curve slope. Therefore, the targeted value can fall into the stall 
region even if the desired target value, that is the targeted value when the proper influence of 
S1 has been accounted for, falls before stall. 
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The initial targeted lift coefficient generally plays a bigger role in the multiple solutions 
than the iterative process. As shown in figure 5.21, using approximate equations for bl and 
Dae f f (equations 3.19 and 3.17 respectively) the iterative process does not introduce significant 
changes in the final solution. For the decambering approach the same argument can be made. 
The calculated initial target values in the decambering approach will account for all the viscous 
correction terms and therefore provide a better estimate on their initial influence. 
In summary, the large range of multiple solutions in the a correction approach are a result 
of the poor initial correction for the initial bl values. By changing the value of the initial con-
dition the first targeted values can be placed at almost any location along the lift-curve slope. 
Therefore, the only initial value that should be used is zero. Any other value creates an error 
in the initial targeted value that is purely a result of the effective angle of attack approximation 
(equation 3.17). This approximation only accounts for the local viscous correction influence 
and not the entire system of viscous correction terms. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Two methods have been developed and compared for the pre and post-stall predictions 
of lifting-line and lifting-surface configurations using known section data. The cx correction 
approach proved to be a fast and effective way for predicting the pre-stall lift, maximum lift 
coefficient, and angle of maximum lift for both clean and iced wings. The post-stall behavior of 
the a correction approach proved to be of little use because of the drastic drop in Iift coefficient 
beyond stall. The post stall span sections of the wing chased their target values toward the 
limit of the known viscous data. This effect gave post-stall span-loading predictions that 
plateaued at the viscous data limit. It should be made clear that this behavior is a result of 
the viscous coupling method and not the potential lifting-line method. The lifting-line method 
gave results that where as good and in some cases better than the lifting-surface method for 
low angles of attack. Applying the c~ correction approach to a Vortex Lattice Method would 
produce the same extreme behavior. 
The decambering approach applied to a Vortex Lattice Method provided accurate pre-stall 
predictions for a wide range Of wing geometries and also for two iced wing cases. Unlike the 
c~ correction approach the present decambering method gave a smoother transition into stall. 
This smoother transition is in better agreement with experimental and CFD results when 
compared to the drastic transitions of the cx correction approach. Post-stall predictions were 
not as accurate as the pre-stall region but they did provide a good indication of the post-stall 
behavior. The maximum lift for all wings was within twenty percent of experimental or CFD 
results and for most wings an error of less than ten percent was achieved. The predicted angle 
of maximum lift correlated well with known data except for wings with large angles of sweep. 
It is possible that this discrepancy is the result Of obtaining the viscous data from an airfoil 
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section normal to the quarter-chord and applying it to a chord section parallel to the free-
stream. At high angles of attack the span-loading transitioned smoothly from pre to post-stall 
span sections. The smoother loading results are more realistic than those observed by the a 
correction method whose post-stall span loading consisted of sharp transitions from extreme 
post-stall to pre-stall conditions. 
Multiple solutions were found to exist for both methods. These solutions where obtained 
by changing the initial value of the viscous correction functions. The present decambering 
approach proved to be much more consistent in providing similar solutions for different initial 
values. This robust behavior is attributed to the effective angle of attack calculation that 
included the influence of all the viscous correction functions and not just the local function. 
The large range of solutions in the a correction approach are the result of a poor attempt to 
correct for the initial viscous function value. This correction resulted in an overshooting of the 
desired target lift coefficients. 
For any moment calculation a vortex lattice method is recommended because alifting-line 
method will "lump" the local section lift along the bound vortex. The bound vortex of a 
lifting-line method follows the quarter-chord which is the assumed location of the center of 
lift. The actual center of lift will vary along the wing span and will be influenced by the wing 
geometry. A Vortex Lattice Method will account for these changes in moment. However, the 
coupling of the viscous moment information with the Vortex Lattice Method had little effect 
on the final lift solution and enforcing the airfoil moment along the wing span will not provide 
the correct moment along the wing. A finite wing will create moments along the span that 
are unique to that wing and do not compare with 2D airfoil results. Instead of enforcing the 
moment at every span station the moment should be determined from the potential method 
and integrated across the wing, similar to the drag calculation. 
The present methods provide extremely fast and accurate tools for the pre and post stall 
wing loading predictions of clean and iced wings. Both methods where found to converge for 
all attempted wing geometries and viscous airfoil data. The decambering and cx correction 
approaches allow a quick initial estimate of the viscous behavior of a finite wing. Perhaps the 
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biggest attribute of these methods is that they provide an accurate initial estimate for angles of 
attack requiring further investigation by more expensive and accurate methods such as CFD. 
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE WORK 
The objective of the current research is to develop a tool for the fast and accurate predictions 
of the aerodynamics of clean and iced wings. The present report has proven the ability of the 
current methods to accurately predict the wing loading Of geometries varying in aspect ratio, 
taper ratio, and sweep angle. More research is needed for clean wings with twist, dihedral, and 
discrete changes in geometry, such as partial span flaps or ailerons. The difficulty in validating 
these cases lies not in the application but in the lack of available data in the open literature. 
The information required for a single validation case includes the exact wing geometry, the 
aerodynamic loading of this wing up to and beyond stall, and airfoil section data for each 
unique airfoil shape along the wing acquired at the same free-stream conditions as the wing 
data. The requirements for an iced wing case are even more stringent because the 2D viscous 
data information is needed for each unique ice shape along the wing span. Experimentally this 
is an incredibly difficult problem and therefore CFD may be the only practical solution. Of 
course if the validation cases were easy to produce there would not be a need for the present 
work. 
As discussed in chapter 6, there appears to be little advantage to coupling the viscous 
moment data and it is likely to produce inaccurate wing moment predictions. Instead the 
moment information predicted by the Vortex Lattice Method should be added to the airfoil 
data similar to the profile drag addition t0 the total wing drag. If moment information is not 
needed there is little advantage in using the costlier Vortex Lattice Method over the lifting-line 
method. The decambering approach presented in section 4.3 could be applied to a~ lifting-line 
method. Coupling the decambering approach with alifting-line method would provide the 
accuracy of a VLDM with the speed of a lifting-line method. 
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APPENDIX. HORIZONTAL TAIL RESULTS 
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